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ES : Mrs Malley and I went | over to see Nro "Lee*Rankin, General oungel . 

- of the President!s_Conmission, shortly after ll a.m. today. I took With . 

“Téa copy jy of the transcript of the Director's testimony before the *.--. 

© Commission, with the corrections we had made as to typographical errors, “> 

“et cetera. I told Mr. Rankin we would be glad to go over the transcript ; 

ed ‘with him, as it was apparent that the reporter who took down the testa, 

“ mony had made some mistakes and had even left out some of the thought - 

Sin the testimony; that this was ‘understandable as the Director spoke at | 

we rapid rate. We mentioned that Nr. Redlich of the staff had called> oe ve 
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*"he could go over it personally, and he said that he would be in neste 

\ with me by Monday, 5/25/64,in the event there was a need to discuss Oy 2 

t' changes. I told him that, of course, there had been no changes in 

; Substance of the Director's testimony. Rankin said that the fransckiptd 

2,of testimony will be published and,. consequently, he wanted tobe s8re Ala 

=-that the testimony properly reflected the Director's thoughts.= He’ sked K 

4 the Director had gone over it, and I told hia that he had and that & 

“; the testimony, as we had corrected it, properly represented the Di teres 

testimony. He reiterated that he thought it was important, sigeett 

Po 4 x x; testimony would be made public, that it should properly represent 
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that ai request oe tes made of Secret Service for a copy of the memorandutr 

ve had given to Secret Service, and the request had been denied, on the — 

esas naa! Jenkins. of the W White Houses +: I told Bre “Rankin that, .. 
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in view of this, it would be necess 
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Commission. He agreed, and suggest 

| tne Commission had requested the Di 
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I suggested to Mr. Rankin that the simplest : 

way to handle this, if it does become an issue, is 

to.send a letter to the Director, - 
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